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The topic of 曲is articl［is the structure of exchanges十in the field of　spoken　discourse

analysis. The data used for the analysis is classroom data, withコａ particular focus on

eliciting eχchanges, although the model itself isしshown to be independent of anyトparticular

genre of discourse. A modified version of　Sinclair and Coul曲面dｸﾞs modeトｏ卜exchange

structure has been proposed because ａ simple l -R-F structure does not seem to account for

the units of interaction from the data corpus adequately. By defining each∧ element　of

exchanぽe structure　in terms　of ･ sequential ･ order,･　ばospe･ction, encapsulation, and its

obligatory or optional natureパt seems possible　to argue for a fou叶h element of structure

without radically changing 怖e basic I-R-F paradigm√with the ｕ卵 ｏ仁ａ simple equation

W叫ch allows the model to be both comprehensive ａｎｄｅｃｏｎｏ耳lie.　　　　　ト
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Discourse Analysis: thし Argument foｒしａFourth□Elemeりt ofしStructurり

Iｎ　ｄｅｕｅｌｏｐｉｎｇ ａ 　ｒａｏｄｅレfoｒ (ｍａりｓｉｎｇ ｓｐｏｆｅｅｎ.白diｓｅｏｕｒｓｅ tｈｅｒｅ ａｒｅ△tＵ)Ｏ　ｉｍｐｏｒtａｎt二心酎

ｃｏｎｆ lictinｓ　ｃｏれｓｉｄｅｒａtｉｏｎｓ; ｃｏｍｐｒｅｈｅｎｓ祐ｍりａ几ｄ ｅｄｏ几'.orny.Ｗｈｉｌｅ ａ ｍｏｄｅｌ ｍｕｓt ａｃｃｏｕｎt

foｒ all tｈｅ 血ta it iｓ ﾚｕ＾ｄ　tｏ ａｎａりｓｅ　it　ｒｒｕiｓt　alｓｏ ｒｅｍａｉｎ ｅｃｏｎｏｒａｉｃａｌ ｅｎｏｕｇｈ　tｏ=蝕分

ｐｒａｃtical　ｕｓｅ tｏ ａ　laｒｇｅ　ｎｕｍｂｅｒ ０/ ｕｓｅｒｓ. Ｔｈｉｓ ａｒtｉｃｌｅ ｐｒｏｐｏｓｅｓ: ａ ｆｏｕｒth ｅｌｅｍｅｎt　tｏ Ｓｉｎｃｌａｉｒ

ａｎｄ Ｃｏｕltｈａｒｄ'ｓ（四躍）tｈｒｅｅ-ｐａｒt ｍｏｄｅｌ ｆｏｒ ｅχｃｈａｎｇｅ ｓtｒｕｃtｕｒｅ.ﾉTh.ｐ. 　Ｔｎ.ｎｒｉｆｉ!.ｿﾞ加ｓ∧ｄｅｕｅｌｏｐｅｄ

硫ｒｏ昭ｈ ｃｏｎtinｕｏｕｓ　ａttｅｍｐtｓ tｏ ａｐｐりit　tｏ　ｃｌａｓｓｒｏｏｍ ｄａtａ＼tfiｒｏｕｇｈｏｉｔt一位ｅ佃昭ｐｒりｃｅｓｓ Ｏ∫

tｒａｎｓとｒiptｉｏｎ. ａｎｄ ａｎａｌｙｓiｓレＦｏｒ　ｃｏｎｖｅｎｉｅｎｃｅ　耐　ｐｒｅｓｅｎtａtioれ，＼ｔｈｒｅｅ ｓtａｇｅｓ 　haｕｅ ｂｅｅｎ

ｉｄｅｎtified　in　thiｓ　ｐｒｏｃｅｓｓ.　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　十丿　　一　レ　　　　■■■■　　■■■　■

j）Ｔｈｅ　ａＴｉａｌ'siｓiｓ　ａt　the　ｒａＲｋ ｏｆ ｅｘｃｈａれｇ ｕｓｉｎｇ　tｈｅ＼ｏｒiｓin-al Ｓｉｎｃｌａｉｒ ａ几ｄ

Ｃｏ証硫ａｒｄ ｍｏｄｅｌ.（ＳｉＴｉｃｌａｉｒ ａｎｄ Ｃｏｕltｈａｒd 1975）．　　　‥‥　‥　‥‥‥

g）Ａｎａｌ-ｙｓiｓ　ｕｓｉｎｇ ｒｅｕiｓｅｄ ｕｅｒｓｉｏｎｓ　of　tｈｅ Ｓｉｎｃｌａｉｒａｎｄ ＣＱｕlｔｆｉａｒｄ ｍｏｄｅｌ.

伍）Ｔｈｅ ａｄｏｐtｅｄ ｖｅｒｓｉｏｎ ａｒｒｉｖｅｄ ａt，りｒｅμｅｃtｉｏｎ ｏｎ. ｒｅｃｅｎt ａｃｋｉａれｃｅｓ白浪‥

tｈｅ Ｓｉｎｃｌａｉｒ ａ几ｄ Ｃｏｕlth,ぴｄ 　ｍｏｄｅｌ， 　ｅｓｐｅｃｉａｌり　Ｓｉｎｃｌａｉｒ ヶ９２　０ｎ．　読ｅ
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　　　　　ｓtｒｕｃtｕｒｅ ｏｆ ｅｘcfiaｒｕ

�t‰μ砲I　ｓｅｃtｉｏｎ,　ｏｆ　tｈｅ　ａｒticleコtｈｅ　foｕｒニｅｌｅｍｅｎtｓ　of　ｓtｒｕｃtｕｒｅ大in.　ｔｈｅ ｈｏｊ^ｉｃｍｏｄｅｌ ａｒｅ

ｄｅｆｉｎｅｄｏｎ,l;ｙ　in　tｅｒｍｓof　intｅｒａｃtiｕｅ ｓtｒｕｃtｕｒｅ十むｘｄｅｐｅｎｄ皿吻of theｃｏｎtｅｘt of ｓiｔｕａtｉｏｎ.

Form and Function　　ソ　　　　　・.･･.･・　　･･.　　..･...･･.・　　.･　..・・　.・　　...　　　　･･

In non-technical language　this　analysis　is about　”teachers' questions”. One reason　for

basing an analysis of ”teachers' questions” on the discourse structure of ｡eχchanges ・is the

lack of fit between the form and function of an ｕttりraneeトWhile we may often Qχpect 曲e

form of an elicitation to be related to its function in an exchange, it is very 己血ｙtｏイind

examples where this is not theトcase. For instance,◇not all interrogatives are initiations or

elicitations. In sample 工 the teacher actually十t印血血ates an　exchange　with a rhetorical

“question”. In　structural十terms the　interrogative　iか a　folloｗ-ｕｐ＼that terminates　an

exchange. It does not elicit any response. The　other twoトinterrogatives　are elicitations

･which initiate eχchanges.　　　　　　　･.　，・　　　十一　　　．．　　　　上:　　　　　　犬／

→

Sample ｌ　　　　＼　＼　　　犬　　　　　　　　し

Ｔ Who is the ..who is the oldest in the class ？

Ｓ　Ｙｏｕ‥　　(loud�ughter)　　　　　　　　＼

Ｔ ＯＫ‥ｗho is the cheekiest?　　　＼

　　O.K. .. no ２．　　　　　　　　　　　＼．

　　Who has the ｙｏｕｎだestsister　or brother ？

In the same way, while elicitations are often interrogative in form, we cannot rely on ａ

stable relationship between the form ａｎｄ=function of the elicitationよIn theレextracトin

sample 2 below all the elicitations that interrupt theｹteacher's ｍｏｎｏ１贈ｕｅt･ｏトinitiate

exchanges have the form of statements that ａｒeよsuspended fo:ｒstudents ｷｏ complete. They

are not always marked as interrogative eｖ面 by in工onatic:肛郷社 pause is often enough to

signal thatしａ response is required.　　　犬　十　＼ニニ　　　　　　　尚　　上

As illustratedin the extract in sample 2，in major parts of some lessons fromﾆthe recorded

data ａ common mode of discourse is　teacher monologue, interspersed /with elicitations

which are not always marked as interrogatives by grammatical means. As 此has also been

shown in sample ｌ above that not all interrogatives are elicitations, 此 is safer to ｕ叩 the

term elicitiationａｎｄ如identify an elicitationby 社S role and status within the structure

of an exchangeレEliciting exchanges are ｅχchangesin which the initiation, whatever its

form may be，玉as the function of prospecting aすespon助丿
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→

→

→

Sample 2　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　11. １１　１１

Ｔ　　ＯＫＮｏｗ‥.　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　ニ

　　　We have discussed before step 1 i･n unit 5≒& step 2

　　And we said that an English family called ….

ss　Archers　∧　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　し

Ｔ

Ｓ

Archers family
They are coming to the Gulf. Andﾚthis family∧as you
ｋｎｏ･Ｗ･consistsof 4 ･people.　　　　　　　　　づ
Now we want to write the name of the family.　　∧

The firstis ….　　　　　　　　犬　　　　　　　　ニ
Yes, Musta…yes Ha血ad　？（ｎｏｍ）　　　　　‥‥‥:

Mr. Paul　　　　　　　　　　　上　　　　　犬上

T　　Yes.

　　　(writing)
　　　The first is Mr. Paul

S　　‥　　　　　　　Archer　　　犬

Ｔ　　Yes, Archer. Yes, that's right

45

The Rank Scale Model　　　　　　　　　　　　　／　　犬　＜j　　　犬

In 1975 Sinclair and Coulthard proposed a model for the structure of discourse based 仰 ａ

rank scale of act, move, eχchange, transaction and lessonレ　　　士　　　‥‥‥　‥‥‥Ｉ　上

F毎１

Rank Scale

Lesson

Transaction

Ｅχchange

Move

Act

The rank scale was based on a principal of Hallidayan linguistics in which“each rank

above h臨ａ structure which（阻n be expressed in terms of the units neχt below”(Sinclair

and Coulthard 1975:20).　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　∧　　　　＼

The model is relevant to any style of discourseレnot justしthe teaching exchangeりit was

originally derived from. In fact, the Sinclair and Coulthard model seems to have had the

dual purpose of applying linguistic criteria to classroom data and of using classroom data

as a starting point for building a model applicable to non-pedagogical discourse.〉Ｆりncis

and　Hunston (in　Coulthard　1987) and　Tsui (1994)ヶprovide　veryトcomplete andしwell
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illustrated descriptive models for general cぴnversation,showing in detail how theへSinclair

and Coulthard mode! can t）eapplied to non-tea西姐g discourse. It is thisindependence from

strictly pedagogical categoriesﾄcombined with計s sensitivity to ａ pedagogical setting 仏ａt

makes it suitable for thisトanalysis.Inevitably, howeverレthe model has sometimes been

considered most appropriate for handling unequal encounters similar to　those　found in

teacher-s詣ｄｅｎレinteraction(e.か, Richardson ｉｎﾄCoulthard and十Montgomery 1981).　十

As the minimal interactive unit of analysis, the rank of exchange has been selected as the

most relevant for this research. The reason I ha佃ch面面the exchange is that it provides

preciseinformation about the structure of i緋eraction. Ranks belowﾚthis are not complete

units of interaction. It is difficult even to determine the boｕ･ndariesofよranks above the

exchange until exchanges themselves have▽been analysed.　　　　　＝

Terminology　　　　　＼　　：　　　　　　　j　　　　　　‥‥‥　‥‥‥‥‥

The pioneering :nature of Sinclair and Coulthard's model inevitably made it subject　to

frequent adjustment as it was developing. � the literature about tれerank-scale model, 恰e

volatile nature d the terminology is rather confusing. The reader may share this co�usion

in the discussion that follows, but may expect to find some reliefin the precise definitions

of the elements of structure used in the research model provided beloｗ／････....･　　　　・.

At exchange level three elements of sレucture were originally proposed;　an initiation, a

response and a feedback, this third element being……revised ;to“follow-up≒(see Coulthard

and Montgomery 1981:97 9ｒ Coulthard 1992:71). Partly because itｗａｓ･semantically defined

and partly because it ｗ邸七〇〇classroom specific, feedback has now become obsolete 邸 ａ

term for an element of exchange structure. These three elements of structure corresponded

to　”opening, answeringしand ｆ０１１０Ｗ-Up�ＯｖeS九大There　was　ａt丿his　time　ａ　one-to-one

relationship between “ｍｏｖｅ≒nd“element of eχchange struc蝉ｒe”トand the terms themselves

were　virtually　synonymous.　（”Opening” ｍｏｖむ　＼＝　initiation,”answering"血ove　＝

response.)　　　　ぺ　　　　　　　　犬　　　　　　丿　　　　　　　犬　　十

The七erm “follow-up” was in fact transfeでred from its status as ａ move to become an

element of structure.“Follow-up” as a move ｗ瓦sしｒ叩姐cedby aむｃｋｎｏｗｌｅｄｓinｓ犬ｎｘｏｕｅ.which

was itself transferred from　the rank of act to　theトrank十〇ｆ move, (see Sinclair and

Coulthard, 1975:42)　　　　　し　　　　　　　　ダ　　レ　　　ノ　　　　　　　　　　　　　し

Sinclair and Brazil suggest a different relationship between elements ｄ exchange structure

and moves, based on the上premiseレ由at "the majority of exch皿ges are basically concerned

with information and thus contain one informinぱレmove, which can　occur either in　the

Initiating or in the Respondinぽ slot”(op cit.:72）し　犬　　　　犬　　　　‥‥‥‥‥‥‥‥‥‥

They suggむst ａ relationship whereby an I element is filled∧either by an informing or an

eliciting move, ａｎしRis filled　either by an informing ｏｒくanacknowledging move and an Ｆ
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is filled only by an acknowledging move. This meant yetへanother change in terminology, so

that an opening move is now called an eliciting move, while an answをring move is called

an informing move.　　　　　　　　‥　　　　　　　　　　　　ト　上　　し　　　　　　　　ト　＼　／

In Coulthard (1987 and 1992:72) Coulthard and Brazil s七ａte:　　‥　　上　　＜

　　　　　　峨ｅ ｓｏｕｒｃｅｏｆニｃｏｎｆｕｓｉｏｎ　ｗｅｗiｓh. tｏ ａｕoid iｓ　ifiat tａｂｅＵｉＴｉｅｃｌａｓｓｅｓｏ∫

　　ｒＲｏｕｅｓ　ａｃｃｏｒｄｉｎｅ tｏ 硫ｅ ｅｌｅｍｅｎtｓ ofﾚｅｘｃｈａｎｅｅ ｓtｒｕｃｔｕｒｅtｈりｒealiｚｅ tｅｎｄｓ

　十　　　7つowerfulりtｏ:ｒｅｉｎｆｏｒｃｅ the ｖｅｒｙ　ｏｎｅtｏ ｏｎｅ ｒｅｌａtｉｏｎｓｈｉｐthat　tｈｅ ｄｅｖｉｃｅｏｆ

　　　“ｄｏｉｉｂｌｐ"‥labelling ijｕａｓ　intｅｎｄｅｄtｏ ａｕｏｉｄ.　　……

Figure 2 illustrates how the element of structure called an initiation ca［contain either an

eliciting move or an informing moveレjust as ａ respo･心e can be realized either by ）ｎ

informing or an acknowledging move.　　　　　　　　　　　　　　十

六　　Figure 2　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　上　∧

initiation

eliciting

response

informing

f�low-up

acknowledging

Figure 2 was intended to illustrate that there is no one-to-one relationship between move

and element of structure. Unfortunately, the confusion betweenコthe terms “ element of

structure”and “move” has been compounded by the way they have been used interchangea-

bly in the literature. The elements of structure of二面 exchange have frequently givenダtheir

name to the moves that realizethem, although the moves do have their own labels. In fact,

many of the leading discourse analysts refer to initiations, responses and follow-ups as

moves and as elements of structureトSinclair and Coulthardべ1975:28, 50 & 53)一refer to

initiating　moves　rather /than　opening　moves.　Coulthardﾄ(1977:106）ｕSeS＼the　terms

initiating, responding and follow-up moves in his table defining犬the Elic雨ng Exchange.

TSｕト(1994:12) refers to initiating,responding 飢d follow up moves in the Sa血e paragr卵h

in which ･sherefers to them as elements of structure. Sinclair (!992:87) refers to l，Ｒａ面

F moves when he 1S referring to exchange structure. Berry also refers to the elements of

structure as ｍ=ｏｖeS（ｌｎCoulthard and Montgomery,寸981:121).犬　　　　　　　ニ

Althoughでoulthard and Brazil (1987) stated that there was no ｏ咄･to one relationships

between moves and elements ｄ structure in general, there can be a one to one relationship

between move and element of structure in a given e冬（ホangeclass.In an elicitingexchange

the initiation always has an elicitingmove as 沁s head. 0卜course the initiating element

may be more complex than the move at its head. (For example teachers' initiations often

contain nominations in either a pre or post-head position.)ヶ　　　ニ　　　　　　　　　　‥
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Francis and Hunstor!(1987:120)√who do not refer to I R F as moves, state that“moves

ｃｏｍｂｉｎｅ＼tｏｆｏｒmOχchanges: each move realis包丁one element of exchange structure≒In this

thesis it is assumed that elements of structure （トＲＦ）/ｃｏｍｂｉｎｅtｏイorm exchanges and

that each element of structure has ａ particular move as its headレ･．．・･．　　　・．　　　　･．

The ease with which terms from one rank c面 be duplicatedﾚin other ranks has 1むd to some

confusion. The term “elicit'≒llustrates this pointバＥ!icit" 1s used a6 an eχchange c尽tegory

for eχchanges“des返回d工o get verbal･ responses･ from students" (Sinclair and Coulthard

1975:51). Within this exchange there is alsoしａｎト“elicitingmove". Inトａｎ∇“elicit”exchange,

the exchanぼe is initiated by an elemen卜of struc七ure, I, which has an eliciting move as i毎

headレThe head of the eliciting move is an actンcalled飢elicitation. An eliciting exchange

now has the same terminology at three different ranks.　　　　　　　　　　　　□　〉

At the rank below move, the unit of discourse called an act was defined in terms of

discourse structure in Sinclair and Coulthard (1975:40)/.･Specifically they refer t.０“what

linguist!むite血s have preceded it, what are expected to ﾌﾟfollow and what do follow'≒

For ｅχample, an elicitation is　an　act　ｗ社h　the　function　ｏｆy“requesting　aﾕinguistic

response". It is often the head of an opening moveﾚTsui (1994:13) suggests that the head

act “carries the discourse function of theしwhole ｍｏｖe'≒Hence in an elicit exchange an

elicitation is the main act in the eliciting move, which is itself the head of the element ｄ

structure called an initiationレThe initiation prospects a verbal response, so the〕elicitation

of ａ verbal response is central to the whole exchange.　　　犬　　　　　　　＼　＼＼

The Structure ｏｆ十Elicit EχＣｈａｎｇｅＳ‥　‥‥‥‥＝.･･.･.　　･･　　　　.･.　..・.　・.・･.･

An ethnographic approach focuses on ｙh肘 isづsalient rather than on some predetermined

category chosen prior to data collection. Elicit exchanges werヽefound to be veryﾄsalient in

the data, so the　analysis in柿is article will focus mainly on their interactive structure as

a starting point for analysing the regular patterns ﾚof communication between teachers and

students.　　　　　　　　　　　　ト　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　し　　　　　　　　コ

stage 1　The Early Mode!　　　　　　　　し　　　　　　万　レ　　＼

Coulthard, Montgomery and Brazil (1981:18) state th証“most of the classroom data had

been easily analysable in如ａ three一move exchangesに叫ch move beingプelatively short and

easily analysable into component acts”. This kind｡of three-part exchange is illustrated in

sample 3 be畑ｗ．　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　ト　　　　　　犬

Sample ３･　　　.....　　☆　..　　　＝　　・∧

Ｔ Why were houses lighted by oil lamps ？　▽ト

Ｓ　Because they hadn't electricity.　　　　　ト

Ｔ They hadn't ..yes, electricity. They hadn't got

　　electricity.　＼　　　　　　　　　　　I

Ｔ

Ｒ
　
Ｆ
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Although this three-part structure proposed in Sinclair and Coulthard (1975) has been

widely上and sometimes uncritically　accepted　as　afairニrepresentation of the patternニof

eliciting exchanges (e.g･, Ramirez in Green and∧Harker 1988:137), the十〇riginaトauthors

themselves　have　continued　to　developﾚand　adjust　the　model.し(See∧Coulthard, and

Montgomery, 198しCoulthard (Ed) 1987 and 1992)　/　　　　万　‥‥‥‥‥‥１‥‥　‥‥

Three-part exchanges　frequently　occur　in　many　of　the　recorded　lessons, but　evenトａ

superficial examination of the data indicates that ａ large numberトof exchanges cannot be

analysed adequately as three-part structures. For example, in one lesson∧of the data, there

are five pages of analysis before an obvious three-part structure　occurs.　The following

exchange　illustrates　the　difficulty　of trying　to　analyse　eliciting　exchanges　using　the

traditional three-part analysis.　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　ニ　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　･･.‥

Sample 4

T　　What's the man talking about ？

　　　　Yes ..？

S　　about　dogs crossing-the road

T　　What does the talker ca且them ？

S　　stray dogs

T　　STRAY stray　dogs…Thank you･
　　　　Therefore thisis the main problem that the man's　talking about.

The class had just listened to ａ:recordingニof a letter complaining about stray dogs一犬After

reading the same letter at ａ later stage in the lesson the teacher asked the same question.

This time ａ three-part exchange did occur.　　ダ

Sample 5

T　　Now
　　　Pay attention Khalid please
　　　Er... What's the man talking about here firstof all？

　　　We know that the man is talking about …‥
　　　Yes

Ｉ

S　　stray dogs Ｒ

T　　stray stray　dogs Ｆ

(S　yes)･

This　example illustrates　clearly　how　ａ　rehearsed　exchange, inﾚwhichし　there was　n6

negotiation of new information, was realized as ａｎプideal”three-part structure as opposed
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to ａ･five-r〕ａｒレstruc比urein the earlier eχchange.∧＼∧　ニ　＼　..，‥‥‥　　　　‥‥‥

It is theﾀﾞstatus and role of the third exchange element, theしt皿雨er'sトcontribution after ａ

student's response, that requires further examination.　The:folloｗ-ｕp(Ｆ)ニwas initially

defined in Sinclair 皿d Coulthard (1975) as optionaレalthough the犬third exchange element

in the classroom context was actually acknowledged to be more or less ･obliga如ry, at 1Q郎七

in exchanges in which the follow一叩 consisted of大弓ome kind丿＼叩七 〇f:evaluationニby the

teacher. Sinclair ａｎｄ･Coulthard (Op cit.:49) statedﾄthat "the actトevaluate is seen by all

participants as ａ compulsory element" .　　　　‥.･･・　　　　・.　　..・.･･・・.･･..･　.･　　　･..･

It is important to l1･otethatﾚSinclair and Coulthard refer to the participants' view ･of the

status of the eχchange elements. By referri贈 to the perception of the participants as a

defining factor of an exchange element, Sinclair and Coulthard imply that the
Icontext of

situation needs serious consideration 鋤　interpreting exchange　structure. Their　comment

focuses on one particular aspect of the context of situation, namely its tenor√　Itis the

tenor of the interactionパiefined as the roles and status of 幡e participants, that makes the

third exchange element (F) appear to be obligatoryバshall discuss this point in some

detail inトthe section that defines each element Q卜structure of the mo｡del of analysisﾚbelow.

Stage ２∧Developments in the Model　し　　＜　▽Λ

Υhe characterization 6f the third element (F) as "obligatory" has led to suggestions th節

the second exchange element （7R”）is more （ｏｒless)ﾚthan :ａresponse; it prospects a further

response from the teacher whichうs often an evaluation. In some models (Coulthard　＆

Montgomery 1992, Francis & Hunston 1985) this kind of　response has been given the dual

status of an initiation, R/I, regardless of 此s grammaticalイorm and its position in the

eかhange structure.しThe structure of an elicitｅχchangeしusing this ｍ=ode1ﾕis presented in

figure 3.　　　十上　　　　　　　　　　　　十　　　　‥　し　∧　　　　　　　　し　　＼ト

　　　　　　　　　　　∧figure 3･　　　　　　　　ト　　∧　＞　………=

Francis and Hunston (1987:131) give the following〉example to illustrate their model. Their

new analysis presents ａ paradigm in whichニboth obligatory element｡areぱｏｖided<by the

teacher (I &ﾆＲ）｡　　　‥　　　　　二　十　　　　づ　　　　　　六大　し　ニ

In almost all the exchanges in my data, onlyしthe teacher .･seems to have∧the right to

terminate the exchange. For some analysts this would confir血the SUぽestion that the final

exchange element is not an optional follow-up∧ltうs in sφ�e〉ways∧likean obligatory

response　that　reacts　to　what　is　noｗ〉seen　as 犬a　double　labelled　student's

response/elicitation.　‥　l　　　　　　　∧　　　　　　　･..･.・・.･...・･･　　　　　.万
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Sample 6 move e.s

old　new

T　What's this eliciting Ｔ　　　Ｉ

Ｐ　Ａ saw informing Ｒ　　　Ｒ／１

T　Yes, it'sa saw. acknow↓edging Ｆ　　　Ｒ

51

This revised exchangeしstructure reflects actual data more closely than the simple I-R-F

structure, but leaves us with one very common element with a double label, the second part

of which uses a symbol that normallyしcan only be used to refer to an exchange initial

element. I have not retained this model of exchange structure because 往 does not clearly

distinguish the elements of exchange structure from each｡other. Ｔｈｅし（Ｒ／Ｄ士isdefined in

terms d two other exchange elements. It does not have its own independent identity. Hence

the need to look again at basic exchange structure ･and to define clearly the role and status

of each element of structure.　　　　　　　　　･.　　　　　　　　　　　　･.　　ニ　　　=＼　犬

In the eleven lessons from ａ sample of Qatari data on!ｙ 50％ of all eχchanges analysed

have simple three-part structures. They mainly occur when the first response satisfies ＼the

teacher. If the response doesn't satisfy the　teacher↓he　れegotiates　for /ａﾚrespon･卵　that

satisfies him more, as can be seen in the example in∧sample 4.　　　　十　十

A three-part analysis often obliges the analyst 卑（?rkingwithin this version of the model to

accept an (elliptical)silence as an element of structure as in sample 7 below.

Sample ７
Ｔ　　And how many words per minute? Ｉ Ｉ

S　　l don't know. We just do it
　　　every day and on the computer

Ｒ R/I

→ Ｔ　　　　　　　－ (F) Ｒ

T　　A good secretary can do l think ‥is
　　　it 60‥60 words per minute ？

Ｉ Ｉ

Ｓ　　Yea　niore Ｒ R/I

T　　About 60 words per minute.

　　　　If you're a good fast secretary that

　　　　everybody wants to employ･

　　　　OK

Ｆ R

(F)
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Using the three-part system this example could be 瓦nalysed laS:two exchanges but only if

ｗｅ叫!ow either ａ two-part exchange with no follow-up二)ｒ silence as a follow-up.　This

would　satisfy　structural　rules　that　only　allowしone　"elicitation"･　per　exchange, later

modified in Coulthard犬& Brazil (1992). The teache八3 resolution of this type of neg(ﾋﾟ)tiated

interaction in the final contribution in sample 7 ｗoUldレ血ake it　more satisfactory　to

analyse the interaction as one unit.　　　　　　　　･.　　　　　　・.　　　　　　し　　　　　　　．･

Sｏｍりpedagogical specialists even suggest that the real tQaむhing and learning is going on

when the “ negotiation'≒ which will be defined in someトdetail in this article, requires some

work between the teacher and　student　and しdoeにnot　ｒｕｎ十smoothlyレDiscussion　of　this

ped昭ogical pointしwill be deferred until after the analかis.　＼　　　＼

There are only two indisputably obligatory e1りments in the models of exchange structure so

毎ｒ discussed: an initiation ａｎｄ･ａ ･response.･Two-part exchanぱeS:･do no卜occur freque聯1y in

the data, but provide very significant insights into the interpretation of exchange structure

when they do＼〇ccur. The example in sampleﾚ8込上showsﾚtwo student initiated exchanges with

only　two　elements　of structure, I-R,　illustrating　that,ﾌﾟwhen the　teacher　provides　a

response to a student's qリestion,・no third l element of structure is needed.　　　　　　.･

Sample｡6a . ･･　　　　..　　　.･　　∧∧･　　ト　　　　犬．　　　＜

T. Right.I want you to get your Ｃ!assbooks√　ト　　　＼

　　　exercise books√your pupils book L.うｕ:pil'sｌ

　　　book and　ｅχercise book　　because you are　ト　　　＼・

　　　going- to read page 61,62 and then　answer thりﾄquestions.

S. Exercise ｂｏｏｋｓ？　　　　　　　　　　　　‥　　　　　コ

Ｔ　ダExercise book,, yea

　/　　(writes questions.)

ss

Ｔ

the classbook

page ，teacher･ ？･.･-..･.　　　.･

Page ６１，The title is decision.

Ｉ

Ｒ
　
　
Ｉ

Ｒ

If W(j accept Francis and Hunston's model, this means that　the only obligatory elements

of eχchange structure in many teacher dominatedニｃ!assroom exchanges are a teacher's

initiation and a teacher's“response”. By ａ･ppiyi砲thj:paｒ面igm I －(R/I) - Rレin which

both the obligatory elements are supplied by th(佃acher√we exclude∧the common-sense

observation that some kind of response is:obligatoryしand that tりe obligatory reponse 1S

usually supplied by the student. Sample 8b　illustratesthis point by showing what happens

if no negotiation occurs.　　　　　　　　　………　　　　:．　　　　犬　　　　　　　　　　･．

The structure I-R occurs in sample 8b when the teacher appears to ａ昿 and answer his own

question. (We shall leave the decision of calling this interactionﾚ an exchange open.) This
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phenomenon　is not very common (the frequ。りy variesﾄfrom teacher to七eacher), bu七does

occur often enough to warrant discussion. Whileﾚthe paradigmルレ（Ｒ／I）＜Ｒ－（Ｆｎ）does

not necessarily allow us to label units in which teachers seemニto supply initiations and

responses ａｓヅ‘exchanges”it does十reflec七ａ similar tenor to the discourse exemplified 血

sample 8b.　　　犬　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　●●●●●●　　●●●　　　　　●●

Sample 8b
T　　What's the meaning of

　　　half agree ？

Ｉ No negotiation. Students'
bids not taken up･

ss　Teacher ..teacher bid

T　　When you don't agree

　　　You don't disagree
　　　You half agree

Ｒ

At the root of this kind of problem is the lack of explicit definition ﾚof elements of

むｘむhange structure. We shall attempt to supply definitions of theﾚ吋atus and role o仁each

e!ement of eχchange structure once it has been determined what those elements are and how

many of them there should be.　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　し　　　j‥‥‥‥‥‥‥j

Stage 3トThe Final Ｅχchange Model　‥‥‥　　‥　‥‥‥‥‥　　＝　………=

　　　Negotiation in Exchanges　　　　　　十　　　　っ　　　し　　　犬　　　……　＝

In the language lessons that make up 仙e data for thisﾌﾟanalysis,鋤acher:s continual砂原d

to adjust to the responses they obtained from studentsレｗhoし=in turn had･ to ａ:djust∧tｏ＼the

teacher's 恥ａｃ七ion.So　趾ｒ no　fully　satisfactory　model　has　been　found　for　analが血g

exchanges like the one in sample 4，although it is by no means the most complex in the

data. We could analyse the middle part of this exch友ｎｇｅトasa side sequence or:臨▽乱ｎ

interruption　of　ａ　three-part　exchange　structure. We could･ also　　ａｎ･alyse　the second

“initiation” as ａ bound initiation. However, this would imply thaレthe element ｗ邸水曲er

non-essential or part of a different structure, whereas”negotiation” is arguably a central

component within one unit of interaction.　　･..･.･・.　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　･.　　･.･

The adaptation between initiator and responder Ｃａｎ▽beshown to be ａ common featureﾌﾟof

many exchanges in the data. During the lengthy process of analysis, iしＷ卵白simply not

possible to find tidy boundaries to ｅχchangesコwith fixed three-par卜structures forく50％of

all exchanges analysed. We may then SUSPりct that phenomena that are often connotedﾀﾞas

”extras” in the structure of the eχchange such as interruptions, asides,･bound ｡initiations

or rerunsニare in　fact　essential　elements　of　exchange　structureへIf　there　is　frequent

occurrencむ　of　adjustment　and　repair　in　the　negotiation　ｏｆ一interaction√iレis　more

satisfactory to develop an exchange model that takes this into accountバndeed, for ａ model

０ｆ exchange structure to be adequateレit would need to be able to handle　the　frequent

occurrence of mid-exchange ”negotiation'≒The problem isトthen to suggest ａ= simple basic
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structuΓe that car! cope more adequately withヶtheし=Cと)mpleχity of negotiated intera雨ｏｎへ

The St呻むture�Negoti･itｅｄＥＸＣｈａｎｇｅＳ‥‥‥　‥‥‥‥‥‥‥‥‥　　‥‥‥‥　　‥‥‥‥

It h友s just been argued that an adequate 計皿ctural model of a complex verbal event.、 、would

n叩d to take the comp↓exity of what is b叫ng十described into account. At the same time the

model　itself　mｕSレrespect　the efficiency　criterion上吐∧economy to　avoid　becoming　t90

complex to!:)e of practical use.　Sinclair's restructuredﾚ出odel (in: Coulthard 1992)トresolves

a number of problems O卜analysis that arose in丿he two previous stages△without making

the model more ＼ｃｏｍｐｌｅχ.　　　　　　　　　　　‥　し　　　　　．・･　．･．．　・．・　　･．･･．　　　　　　．･．

Ａ七theﾄsame time Sinclair acknowledges　the need to elaborate the basic I-R-F model. The

essential add雨on is a ”heｗ”structural element　:　C (challenge)レThe third element in

sample 4 1S an example of aグ油allenge” which occurs when the teacher doesn't accept the

student's response and negotiates　for　ａ respon:se that　緋tisfies　hi趾　more. However,

”challenge≒邸ａ term implies that:an essential element ｏ卜exchange structure always りaS

the ｍｏむutionary force of a challenge, so this would seem:to be more suitable as a label for

an illocutionary act than for an element of exchange structure. (But see Burton (1980) for

a defence of the term " challenge".)二　　　　十　犬･　　y　･.　.･.･.･　　　　･.･･　　　.・

Given〉the central ･role of n昭otiation observed iかinteraction,∧the termトnegotiation （Ｎ）･りａs･

been preferred for an element that maintains the negotiation of the exchange open.ﾚ(This

may not always be a challenge in illocutionary terms.) By using theしt此ｍプnegotiation”

theしi緋己ractive role of t㈲ element of exchange structure is emphasizedレIn structural terms

the interlocutors are negotiating ａ satisfactoryφutco耳le of柏e exchange. To sum up,……ifthe

reaction to a response has the effect of keeping the negotiation of△th町eｘ（ホａ噌ｅべDpen,it

has been called a negotiation （Ｎ）. If on the other八面nd it如rminates the exchange it△has

been labelled (T)よThis is illustrated in figure∇4。………………………………………

　　　　　　　∧　　　Figure 4　　上　　　　　　　　　　　　　∧

The enormous advantage of the (C) or (N) is tha七ﾚit provides a more economical analysis

of exchanges tha卜appear to have m姉ｅ than∧three臨心c and essential elements; these can

now be▽analysed in terms ｏｆａトＶ町ｙbasic Iポギレstructure十bｙトsimply proposing that any

occurrence of I-(R)ペバS to be 飢alysed a（e:quivalent tｏﾄan I in structuraトterras. The

equation　I-R-N = I means十that an elicit上eｘぐhange can terminate in tＷ〇 ways. IレC卵

terminate ｗ牡ｈ an R when a response is n･ot followed up at all, or it can terminateトwith

a T when a response is not followed up with a challenge, adjustment, improve血ent or any

other act ･that constitutes ａ move to keep the exchange opeii in order to negotiate a more

satisfactory outcome. Consideri同曲e role ﾚof negotiation to be structurally central within
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an exchange, an Ｎ move is not seen aにan initiation ｏﾕｆａ new exchange∠It encapsulates

preceding elements in the exchange by maintainingトthe negot毎廿on open. Ａ re-analysis of

sample 4しshows how the analysis operates.・.・.　・..･・.　　　　　.･.･・..･..　　　・.･∧　十　十＼一才

Sample 4
T　What's the man talkingabout ？

　　　Yes ..?(nominates student)

Ｉ

SI　about　dogs crossing the road Ｒ

→ T　　What does the talker　　　call them ？ Ｎ C (After

Sinclair)

S2　stray dogs Ｒ

T　　STRAY stray　dogs. Thank you.
　　　　Thereforethisis the main problem that
　　　　theman's talking about.

Ｔ F (After

Sinclair)

Double-facing codi昭symbols like R/I have･ ｎｏＷｺbeen avoided,∧sO体ｅ prob如血。of having

so-called initiations in the middle of exchanges is now resolvりd.トThere is onlyﾄone initiation

for each exchange. In addition a "bound”initiation, Ib√is no longer:needed as it can now

be replaced by an N which is むentral in ａ single exchange.ﾚ　＝上　　　十　　十六　　　………

Although this analysis has emphasized interactive structure, the information content of the

exchange is a1S［more satisfactorily handled by the n6（ elemeうtレＮレOnly one piece of

information is negotiated, so it would:seem unsatisfactory to consider it:to わりmore th友ｎ

one ･negotiated ｕｎ此よNegotiation 1S never曲eless m:ainlyﾄdefined as an interactive unitレａ

ｕｎ沁　that maintains the interactionトopen. It ｄｎ:also haveﾀﾞthe sense ｏｆﾆﾑ∧ｕ�t＼th似

negotiates　a piece　of　information　in　an　ｅχchange. The上teacher　aSプprimary　knower”ノ

(Berry, 1981:126)　uses his status to　negotiate a more satiぱactory completion　of　the

proposition the teacher elicited in his initiation. As Berry says:　　‥‥‥‥‥‥‥‥‥‥　‥‥

TｈｐＴＰ. ｍｊｊ.ｓt.hp. ａ ｓlot in theｅｘｃｈａｎｇｅ　ｌｕｆｉｅｒｅ tｈｅ ｐｒｉｍａり ｋｎｏｗｅｒ ｉｎｄｉｃａtｅｓ

that ｈｅ ｆｅｎｏｉｕｓ th.ｅ］Ｒｆｏｒｒｒiaｔｉｏｎ ａｎｄ ｗheｒｅ　ｈｅ　Ｃｏれｓｅｑｕｅｎtりｃｏｎｆｅｒｓ ｕｐＱれ

the　infoｒｍａtｉｏｎ　ａ　ｋｉｎｄ ｏｆ ｓtａｍｐ ｏｆ （１tしt瓦ｏ八邨ﾉ･　＼　　　　　　ニ

We might, however, point out七hat the participant who has the status of primary knower

is not necessarily the real primary knower. It is the person with the higher statusトthat

controls　the interpersonal structure regardless of who actually is the primary△knower√叩

the knowledge of information itsel卜径not the decisiveイactor . In sａ血pie9　the teacher

does not actually know how ｍａれy且oors there are aレtwo ｄｅ面rtmenしstores in Qatar's

capital Doha, yet he still provides the “stamp of authority”that his role of teacホer

accords him by concluding that the information isイＴ汝hドレ　　　　　　＼ニ　　　　　　＼　∧
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→

Sample 9

T　　Now‥
　　　This department or as you know Al-Salam

　　　consists, as l think　of one floor or two

　　　floors ？　Who went there ？ Yes

S　　One floor

T　　One floor. l think　in Assad there is one　floor.

　　　That's right.

Ｉ

Ｒ

Ｔ

→

　　　and in Dafna or on the Corniche　there are

ss　two floors

T　　　　　　　　twofloors.
　　　That's right.

Ｉ

Ｒ

Ｔ

Sinclair (1992:88) excludes“information”

structure.　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　ト･･

fromトhis　model　to　emphasize　interactive

Tｋｅｒe iｓ　ｎｏ ｒ可ｅｒｅｎｃｅ tｏ ｐｒｉｍａｒｙ　ａｎｄ Ｓ ＣＯれｄａｒｙ ｈｎｏｗｅｒ,　ｏｒ ｉｎｄｅｅｄ ａｒｉ^ｙ　ｓtａtｅ

ｏｆ ａｉｏａｒｅｎｅｓｓ ｏｆ ｐａｒtｉｃｉｐａｎtｓ.　Thiｓ iｓ ｂｅｃａｕｓｅ ｍｏｄｅｌｓ baｓｅｄ ｏｎ　fh,ｅﾚｅｘｃｈａｎｇｅ

ａｓ ａ ｄｅｕｉｃｅ ｆｏｒ 　infoｒｍａtｉｏｎ 　tｒａｎｓfeｒ ｄｏ ｎ(it ｌｅａｄ土ｕｓ tｏ　tｈｅ　ｉｎtｅｒａｃｔiｕｅ

ｓtｒｕｃtｕｒｅ，‥．　　　　　　　　　　　　　　●．

The Rationale for the Model of Analysis　　　　　上　　　　‥‥‥　‥‥

Given the∧number of variations　削 theトoriぱｉｎａトSinclairニand Coulthard 印面e1ｹalready

available, justification of ａ model for analysis in 柿e form ･of detailedト皿d･ ｅｘp!icit

definition of the status and role of each element of exchange structure haSつbeen accorded

a high priority here. The detailed definitions that follow are an attemptレ如defineしeach

elemenレas
l
precisely as possible. These definitions provide　the　criteria for deciding　the

identity of any element in the data. They allow each element tと）ｂｅclearly contrasted from

悌e other elementsパｎ　the　exchange. Explici卜definition　also　makes the　ｍｏｄｅレmore

transparent for discussion and allows other researchers to challenge iレ more precisely 。by

referring to specific premises of 轍e model.　　　犬　　　　　　　　　　　し

The status of Exchange Elements
上　　　十　‥　　十　　　　　　　　＼　　　　ニ　ニ　　，

For ａ structural analysis to adhere to criteriaof efficiency,the血dependent s七atusof each

element of structure needs to be demonstrated. The important defining and　contrasting

factors ａｒe:　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　△

1.　Sequential position　in　the上exchange;　which　must include　impossible　sequential

positions for each element and impossible combinationsうnvolving eachしelement of

structure.　　　　　ダ　　　　　　　　　　　ー　　　　尚

2. The obligatory or optional nature of elements of :structure.
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3. Encapsulation.･･(Sinclair 1992) An element of structure that necessarily refers back

to one or more∧preceding elements of structure withinﾌ the same exchange is∧said to

encapsulate those elements. Encapsulation includes the notion 6f anaphoric coherence.

4j Prospection.∧(op cit.)　To prospect is used in the･sense of to nego仙球e for ａ

realization of an element ｄ structure from another participant. Prospection can then

only be inferred from regularities in＼the data, regular intentionトbeing iれferredしfrom

regular effect.　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　。｡　　　＼

5｡The notion of prediction has also normally been used to define elements of structure

(ｅ･ｇ･,Coulthard & Montgomery 1992), but has been replacedニby prospection in ＼t履

Si�air model. If an element of structure is observed routinely and unconditionally to

require another element tｏイoUow it (ｎｏｔnecessarily immediately)√此士can be said to

predict that element. The second element is then predicted. Prediction is only ｕsed＝tｏ

refer to the certain occurrence d the elements said to be predicted in the eχchange.

Prediction is seen as being part　of the structure thaしかarticipanトmembers　of　a

discourse community always routinely produce in the same setting. ニI ■　　　　■　■■　■

Elements of Structure Defined　　　　　　ト　‥‥‥‥‥　　‥‥‥‥‥

The numbers below･refer back to the five defining factors outlined 血 the previous section.

For example, 1 refers to sequential position, while　4 and 5 (prospection and prediction)

are sometimes dealt with together.　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　犬　　　　　　　　　　＼

1　1. The initiation is the first element of structure in the　exchange･and cannot occur in

any other position.　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　..　　‥ノ　･.･･.・　　　　・・　　　・.･.・　，‥‥‥

　　2レAn exchange□could not be envisaged without an initiation so it is an unconditionally

obligatory element of structure.　　ト　　　　ノ　　：　　　　∧‥　　づ　　　犬　　‥‥‥　‥

　　3. An initiation can and often does refer back to previous exchanges, but this∧is not

the same as encapsulation within an exchange as defined in 3 above, because encapsulation

is only used to refer to ａ･naphoric reference within an eχchange.・･･.・　　.・･.　　　　　･.

　4.Ａ teacher's initiation prospects for ａ student's responseトtha卜satisfies the initiator

It prospects an (Rp-T) pair but may lead to ａｒ雨litiation(N).　　　　　　　レレ

　　5. In my Qatari data (I) regularly predicts only an (R). Teachers dc〕terminate their

own initiations from time to time without ａ student response.　I卜the (R) is produced by

the teacherレ1t removes the need for ａ studentﾄprospected (T) so tha卜what is actually

predicted is still an exchange final contribution by th（リteacher, be it a responseし(R) to his

own initiation (I) or ａ student's initiation (I), or follow-up to term毎ate the exchange （T）

after ａ studen七’S response. A11 three　occur in ∧the　data. Only　an　Ｒ　is　ｕ面onditional!y
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predictedﾃﾞby anﾄL In the Qata:ri data, students normally yhave very limitedしrights　of

initiation in teacher －whole-classトinteraction,although student initiations do occurレレ

翠玉Ａ∧response can follow onlyﾆan (I)ﾄｏｒ二m (N). Given theしequation (I-(R)-N)ﾚ〒I，

explained above, we maトconsider it ｃａｎ=ｏうlyfollow anﾆ(I)上in termsトof generaトdiscourse

structure. This∧is because the equation allows us to anal沁e二郎y negotiation as part of･a

composite血itiation which may include any number of responses and negotiations∧ し

：　2. A response is obligatory unless theトexchangeトis abandoned　for　some　exceptional

reason.　(Sometimes the response is not provided by∇the studen卜so ａ student'がresponse is

not obliga如ry or predicted, although it is 万皿ospected for and does nに)rmally occur.) If an

Initiation (I) is ･followed by ４ﾄNego雌姐ｏｎイN), an Rﾄis stｍﾚobligatory given the paradiぽm

I-Ｎ:＝Tレ　　　　　　し　　　ト　　　　　　　‥‥‥‥‥‥　　　‥　‥‥‥‥‥　‥　　　　‥　　　１．∧．　　　■

　3にAn (R) encapsulates an:(D.‥‥‥j………万=　……jl　･:=　……　…………j .･･.

　＼4-5.Some kind of response　is predicted by ａｎﾄ血itiation. Howev昨, respoねses are not

always providqd by 曲e studentレ(Samples ＼2-8a∧＆b above il毎st皿teaニteacherトsupplying ａ

response to his ｏＷ耳 or to ａ studentﾌﾞs question.レA response (R)｡bｕ卜ｎｏ卜necむssarily a

student's responseレis predicted by an initiation･.一犬.I.　=万………=.＼.万..犬　犬　　…………

A student's response in ａ teacher initiated exchange needs to　ｂｅ≒carefully　examined in

terms of prospection and prediction.｡･An initiatioねby the teacher prospects for a response

from ａ student, bu七as the response is not always provided by土仏e student ｡(see sample

2-8)レａ student's response is not predicted. Given。the encapsulating十s毎tus of八he R， we

may also∧consider that it is the･]initiation that predicts几e江her a teacher's ｒ０うonse (R) to

his own or ａ student's question, or a student's prospective responseダ(Rp･) followed by ａ

(Ｔ).Tn/ either case a response is certain to ｏ６ｃﾘrsoブレresponse is predic佃d. A student's

response is not certain to occur ５ｏ辻ｊs prospected･4…………=1　　　　………　………

A response may terminate an exchange, butしwhenever ａ student's response occurs, it

regularly　prospects ａ third exchange element,……eitheranにＮ or ａ T, from the teacher.よ

The use of R/I is rejected ｂｅｃ卵se of the f�lowing criteria卜(i) the sequentiaトposition of

I and (ii) the aim of having only one element of十s廿ucture inニeach position三ｎ　the

framework. Aｿstudent's response has beりn labelled Rpづin the classroom context whereﾄit is

important tｏ十stress tha卜it prosうects ａ reaction from一the teacher (N or Ｔ).Theしprimary

function･of ａｎ<R is to respond to ａｎしinitiationレs6･･1n purely s廿uctural terms･ an ･･Rp

remains一an Ｒ which h日s ａ secondary function･�しprospecting a∧reaction from the teacher.

N＼上Ａ几Negotiation　normally occurs after a Response but can occur after an Initiation.
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　上2. An Ｎ is not obligatory. In the classroom context it is normally an option available

to the teacher for some　pedagogical purpose such as negotiating for ａ more satisfactory

response as in sample ４.　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　.･.･･･　　　　..・･.　　..･･.･･.･　　.・・　･.･十＞

　　　3.An Ｎ　encapsulates an I-Rトpair. Its function is to enable further negotiation､before

closing〉the exchange. In a teacher elicit exchange、an N both encapsulates〉the preceding

I-Rp pair and elicits 4 further responseト‥‥　　‥‥‥‥‥‥‥‥‥‥‥‥‥‥‥‥‥‥‥‥I＼∧……

　4二5. An Ｎ predicts only ａｎトＲバｎother words there is certain ･to be a responseﾚａｎ昨トan

Ｎ.。lnニteaching discourse it prospects an RpﾆＴ皿皿＼b聯an Rp･Ｔ皿ir is not a certain

outcome as the Ｎ may lead ＼tｏanother Rp-N pair or several Rp-N･.p肩泳耳ence I-(Rp:-Ｎ)n

is the structural equivalent 吋＼lin terms of prediction and prospection. AnニＮ re-negotiates

the part･ｏ.f‥theexchange it encapsulates. This r･e-negotiation can go on almost indefinitely.

Ｔ　土A T is a follow-up　that terminatむs an exchange……＼…………　…ト　　　▽　　　一

　　2. It is not obligatory√as some exchanges end with a ∧response。but　in　t皿(面面

discourse it invariably terminates an elicit exchange that was initiated by the teacher, if

there was a student response. The teacher can also terminate an exchange by providingﾄthe

Response himself.　　　　　　　　　　　　　ト　　　　　　　　　　　　　　づ　‥‥‥　　　‥‥‥‥‥‥j　l

3.Ａ Ｔ encapsulates the whole of 仙e exchange ･that :it terminates･

　　4-5. It is not possible to say ａ Ｔしispredictedしas it is not certain to occur. In∧Qatari

classroom disc卵rse, there are two necessary conditions for the occurrence of a termination.

Firstly仙e response must be provided by the student. This is not always the case. Se叩ndly

the teacher must decide to terminate the exchange after the response and not re-negotiate

the response with an Ｎ. A T is therefore pros皿叶edイor by the岫鋤向ｎt but r!ｏ卜always

provided. By the　time　the　teacher terminates　an exchange十he……may have nominated犬a

different student.　　　〕　　尚し　　‥　　　　　　　　　尚　　　‥‥‥　　‥‥　　‥‥‥‥‥‥‥‥

The tenor of the i聯eractionﾚis closely linked to the right∧t(j terminate ａｎ≒exchange. In

ｍｏＳ卜classroom discourse a 佃acher invariably 七己rminatesﾀﾞthe exchan四部d see皿S to have

the right to terminate whether he 1S satisfied∧or not withプ㈲eｘむhangeレthough normally

by terminating he　is　expressing satisfac牡on　with　the　immed毎如1y preceding……student

response. If the producer of the･ Ｒ has
.ａt丿飽s卜equal

statuト乱th the initiator of the･

exchange丿曲en the Ｒ may terminate the exchange. Whenトan Ｒ terminates an exchange, it

is rarely the student･ who supplies itト ．レ　　　　　　　　　　　　ユ∧･．．･･．･･．　　　．．･．・･．　．･．･･．・．

Conclusionsニ　　　　　　し＜　，＼　　　‥ト　　　　　‥‥　‥‥‥万　１　　　　　　　　　＼　　犬

The salience of teachers's questions in the data motivated the search for an efficient means

of analysing their role in the communication between teachersトand students. The interactive

structure　of eliciting exchanges has been　emphasized………to　ａｖoid∧confusion　between……the
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grammatical form of questions l andﾄthe function ＜Qf elicitationsin discourse∧Eliciting

exchanges have been chosen ASトthe　most六白eful unit of　analysis　郎　they∇allow　the

contrastive distinction between∧elements　of exchange　structure, and　also　theしfurther

definition of each element in terms of moves and　acts which　are “lower”ranks in　the

model.ユレ　　　　　　　　　ト　　　　　　　　　　　　コ＜　＼‥

Constant confrontation over more than a year between t恥ﾄpractical needs of adequately

analysing the data and theoretical developmen臨in the I-R-F model resulted in the adoption

of ａ revised paradigm for eliciting exchanges :いしてＲ-Ｎ)几∧ＲノrトThis equation takes into

account the dynamic and often untidy nature of negotiated interaction. It retains the basic

simplicityニｏ卜the I-R-F　structure, but　also　responds to　怖ｅ　potential　むomplexity　of

interaction.　　十　　　　　　　　　　‥　　　＜十　う　ノ　ニ　；　　　　　△

Attemp七ｓ to assess the efficiency of the model ha如 covered three main areas.･ Firstly

　economy has been consideredト∧the basic patternプremains simple, but /沁　able　to　handle

complexity. Secondly the adequacy of the model to handle all exchangesト1nしthe data ＼has

　been assessed. Finally the independence of eachしelement of structure has been discussed in

　some detail. No element can b:e substituted for aれother if the five defining and contrasting

　criteria are applied. These criteria are : sequentialコposition√encapsulation,しprospection,

　predict浦里ty and the obligatory or optiona卜nature ｄ an element.　　＼
し　　　　／

Using these criteria it was possible to conclude that even exchanges with more than three

elements can always be reduce:d to ａ basic 工R-(F)〉structure贈sing the simple equation

I-(R)-N = I. It could also be shown tha卜there are onlyﾄtwo obligatoryしelementsト１ｎ an

ｅχchange, I and一一Ｒ. 1　　　　　　　　　　　プ　･･　　　■　　･■　　　■　　　■　　　■　■　■　　　■

The basic model outlined here :in terms of elし耳lents6f struc如t-e at eｘむhange level claims to

be independent of any particular context or discourse domain. As analysis of discourse is

not an end in itselfパt was important to find ａ model th:at was also sensitive to context.

Reference has been made to　the tenor ｏ卜discourse to　垣y　the foundations for　later

discussion on roles d p卵ticipants in the ･interaction. The model also sheds light十〇n the

interactive effect of elicitations from which∧we may where臨cessary later interpret their

purpose. Elicitations occur in two elements of 対比cture,!and Ｎ. They can be said to

initiate discourse construction, to prospect responses and tｏﾆ皿ob6⊃into preceding discourse

in thむexchange with negotiations that main鋤1h the unit 6仁interaction ｏｐｅｎよ
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